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Introduction, H. Gene Blocker
WHAT’S THE FAIREST WAY for a society to allocate “social goods” (jobs, education, food, housing, etc.) to individuals? “Libertarian” liberals argue that
higher salaries and other benefits should go to those who have more of what
society regards as the “right stuff” at the time. For example, in the medieval
period, when Europe consisted of many small warring states, the “right
stuff” was fearless, warlike aggressiveness. Now, of course, the “right stuff”
is technological skill. Hence, modern-day libertarians believe that those individuals who possess talents in this area deserve to be paid more than those
who can wield a sword (or perform any other irrelevant activity) with consummate skill.
From this perspective, social injustice stems primarily from a lack of
equality of opportunity, whereby talented individuals are unfairly prevented
from achieving their full potential. Such liberals believe that if a society can
eradicate all forms of discrimination based on irrelevant factors—such as
race, gender, ethnic origin, and religion—then the highest-paying jobs will
naturally go to the individuals who deserve them.
In the reading below, John Schaar shows us a far less attractive side of
the usually laudable principle of equal opportunity. He also sheds light on
the question of undeserved luck. For example, he points out that one can be
born with certain talents and abilities and have the good fortune of being
born into a society that values those very talents. As he explains, this fact of
life seriously challenges the deep-seated notion that persons deserve any
advantages that might come their way because of their abilities.
Schaar also explores the deep conflict in contemporary discussions of
public policy issues between the more self-focused and often divisive
emphasis on individual rights and the more socially-oriented, Utilitarian
emphasis on the individual sacrifices needed to build a just social order. In
other words, does society exist to serve the individual, or do individuals exist
to serve society—or both?
Schaar worries that the United States and other industrially developed
societies may be evolving a “natural elite”; that is, an upper class of
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genetically competitive people. It is ironic, he argues, that this may come
to pass because of the gradual removal of racial, ethnic, and sexual discrimination in jobs and education. How might this work? In Schaar’s analysis, as overt discrimination is outlawed, the natural elite begins rising to
the top. Members of this elite tend to choose equally successful marriage
partners and produce equally talented offspring. Eventually, he says, they
will form a permanent upper class that no amount of educational opportunity or “head-start” programs can eradicate. Moreover, their existence will
necessitate the emergence of a permanent underclass, since the only way
one can stand out in terms of socioeconomic status is if there are other,
lower-status individuals around. Schaar argues that, paradoxically, perfect
equality of opportunity can thus lead to great inequality in political power
and status.
Whether you agree or not with Schaar’s conclusions, he prompts us to
take a closer, more realistic look at the supposed ideal of complete equality
of opportunity. How fair is it, he asks, to reward individuals who, through
mere good fortune, are born with the talents that their society at that moment
prizes, and to penalize those who are born without such attributes?
As you read this selection, ask yourself whether Schaar is being too pessimistic. What kinds of factors do you think will slow the evolution of the
“natural elite” that Schaar predicts? Of course, all parents want to give their
own children every possible advantage, even if their children are not the
most gifted. Do you think Schaar is right in claiming that the most talented
individuals tend to marry and produce equally talented offspring? What
other factors, if any, might support the efforts of successful parents to promote the interests of their less than brilliant children, at the expense of talented children of less successful parents? Do you think we can realistically
hope to design a society built on complete equality of opportunity? Should
we in any case strive to reach that goal?

E

quality is a protean word. It is one of those political symbols—liberty
and fraternity are others—into which men have poured the deepest
urgings of their hearts. Every strongly held theory or conception of equal-
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ity is at once a psychology, an ethic, a theory of social relations, and a
vision of the good society.
Of the many conceptions of equality that have emerged over time, the
one that today enjoys the most popularity is equality of opportunity. The formula has few enemies—politicians, businessmen, social theorists, and freedom marchers all approve it—and it is rarely subjected to intellectual
challenge. It is as though all parties have agreed that certain other conceptions of equality, and notably the radical democratic conception, are just too
troublesome to deal with because they have too many complex implications,
too broad a scope perhaps, and a long history resonant of violence and revolutionary fervor. Equal opportunity, on the other hand, seems a more modest
proposal. It promises that the doors to success and prosperity will be opened
to us all yet does not imply that we are all equally valuable or that all men
are really created equal. In short, this popular and relatively new concept
escapes many of the problems and pitfalls of democratic equality and
emphasizes the need for an equal opportunity among men to develop and be
paid for their talents, which are of course far from being equal.
The doctrine itself is attractively simple. It asserts that each man should
have equal rights and opportunities to develop his own talents and virtues
and that there should be equal rewards for equal performances. The formula
does not assume the empirical equality of men. It recognizes that inequalities
among men on virtually every trait or characteristic are obvious and ineradicable, and it does not oppose differential evaluations of those differences.
Nor is the formula much concerned with complex chains of normative reasoning: It is practical and policy-oriented. In addition, equal opportunity is
not, in principle, confined to any particular sector of life. It is held to be as
applicable to politics as to law, as suitable for education as for economics.
The principle is widely accepted as just and generous, and the claim is often
made that application of the principle unlocks the energies necessary for
social and economic progress.
Whereas this conception of equality answers or evades some questions,
it raises others. Who is to decide the value of a man’s talents? Are men to be
measured by the commercial demand for their various abilities? And if so,
what happens to the man whose special gifts are not recognized as valuable
by the buying public? And most important, is the resulting inequality, based
partly on natural inequalities and partly on the whims of consumers, going to
bury the ideal of democratic equality, based on a philosophy of equal human
worth transcending both nature and economics?
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These are serious questions, and it is my intention in this essay to probe
their deeper meanings, as well as to clarify some major assumptions, disclose the inner spirit, and explore some of the moral and political implications of the principle of equal opportunity.
The first thing to notice is that the usual formulation of the doctrine—
equality of opportunity for all to develop their capacities—is rather misleading, for the fact always is that not all talents can be developed equally in any
given society. Out of the great variety of human resources available to it, a
given society will admire and reward some abilities more than others. Every
society has a set of values, and these are arranged in a more or less tidy hierarchy. These systems of evaluation vary from society to society: Soldierly
qualities and virtues were highly admired and rewarded in Sparta, while
poets languished. Hence, to be accurate, the equality of opportunity formula
must be revised to read: equality of opportunity for all to develop those talents which are highly valued by a given people at a given time.
When put in this way, it becomes clear that commitment to the formula
implies prior acceptance of an already established social-moral order. Thus,
the doctrine is, indirectly, very conservative. It enlists support for the established pattern of values. It also encourages change and growth, to be sure,
but mainly along the lines of tendency already apparent and approved in a
given society. The doctrine is “progressive” only in the special sense that it
encourages and hastens progress within a going pattern of institutions, activities, and values. It does not advance alternatives to the existing pattern. . . .
If this argument is correct, then the present-day “radicals” who demand the
fullest extension of the equal-opportunity principle to all groups within the
society, and especially to Negroes and the lower classes, are really more conservative than the “conservatives” who oppose them. No policy formula is
better designed to fortify the dominant institutions, values, and ends of the
American social order than the formula of equality of opportunity, for it
offers everyone a fair and equal chance to find a place within that order. In
principle, it excludes no man from the system if his abilities can be put to use
within the system. . . .
Before one subscribes to the equality-of-opportunity formula, then, he
should be certain that the dominant values, institutions, and goals of his society are the ones he really wants. The tone and content of much of our recent
serious literature and social thought—thought that escapes the confines of the
conservative-radical framework—warn that we are well on the way toward
building a culture our best men will not honor. The facile formula of equal
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opportunity quickens that trend. It opens more and more opportunities for
more and more people to contribute more and more energies toward the realization of a mass, bureaucratic, technological, privatized, materialistic, bored,
and thrill-seeking, consumption-oriented society—a society of well-fed, congenial, and sybaritic monkeys surrounded by gadgets and pleasure-toys.
Secondly, it is clear that the equal-opportunity policy will increase the
inequalities among men. In previous ages, when opportunities were
restricted to those of the right birth and station, it is highly probable, given
the fact that nature seems to delight in distributing many traits in the pattern
of a normal distribution, and given the phenomenon of regression toward the
mean, that many of those who enjoyed abundant opportunities to develop
their talents actually lacked the native ability to benefit from their advantages. It is reasonable to suppose that many members of ascribed elites,
while appearing far superior to the ruck, really were not that superior in
actual attainment. Under the regime of equal opportunity, however, only
those who genuinely are superior in the desired attributes will enjoy rich
opportunities to develop their qualities. This would produce, within a few
generations, a social system where the members of the elites really were
immensely superior in ability and attainment to the masses. We should then
have a condition where the natural and social aristocracies would be identical—a meritocracy, as Michael Young has called it.
Furthermore, the more closely a society approaches meritocracy, the
wider grows the gap in ability and achievement between the highest and the
lowest social orders. This will happen because in so many fields there are
such huge quantities of things to be learned before one can become certified
as competent that only the keenest talents, refined and enlarged by years of
devoted study and work, can make the grade. We call our age scientific, and
describe it further as characterized by a knowledge explosion. What these
labels mean from the perspective of equalitarianism is that a handful of men
possess a tremendous fund of scientific knowledge, while the rest of us are
about as innocent of science as we have always been. So the gap widens: The
disparity between the scientific knowledge of an Einstein and the scientific
knowledge of the ordinary man of our day is greater than the disparity
between a Newton and the ordinary man of his day.
Another force helps widen the gap. Ours is an age of huge, complex,
and powerful organizations. Those who occupy positions of command in
these structures wield enormous power over their underlings, who, in the
main, have become so accustomed to their servitude that they hardly feel it
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for what it is. The least efficient of the liberal-social welfare states of our
day, for example, enjoys a degree of easy control over the ordinary lives of
its subjects far beyond the wildest ambitions of the traditional “absolute”
rulers. As the commanding positions in these giant organizations come to be
occupied increasingly by men who have been generously endowed by nature
and, under the equal-opportunity principle, highly favored by society, the
power gap between the well- and the poorly-endowed widens. The doctrine
of equality of opportunity, which in its origins was a rather nervous attempt
to forestall moral criticisms of a competitive and inequalitarian society while
retaining the fiction of moral equality, now ironically magnifies the natural
differences among men by policies based on an ostensibly equalitarian rationale. The doctrine of equal opportunity, social policies and institutions based
on it, and advances in knowledge all conspire with nature to produce more
and more inequality.
This opens a larger theme. We untiringly tell ourselves that the principle
of equality of opportunity is a generous one. It makes no distinctions of
worth among men on any of the factitious grounds, such as race, religion, or
nationality, that are usually offered for such distinctions. Nor does it set artificial limits on the individual. On the contrary, it so arranges social conditions that each individual can go as high as his natural abilities will permit.
Surely, nothing could be fairer or more generous.
The generosity dissolves under analysis. The doctrine of equal opportunity, followed seriously, removes the question of how men should be treated
from the realm of human responsibility and returns it to “nature.” What is so
generous about telling a man he can go as far as his talents will take him
when his talents are meager? Imagine a footrace of one mile in which ten
men compete, with the rules being the same for all. Three of the competitors
are forty years old, five are overweight, one has weak ankles, and the tenth is
Roger Bannister. What sense does it make to say that all ten have an equal
opportunity to win the race? The outcome is predetermined by nature, and
nine of the competitors will call it a mockery when they are told that all have
the same opportunity to win.
The cruelty of the jest, incidentally, is intensified with each increase in
our ability to measure traits and talents at an early age. Someday our measuring instruments may be so keen that we will be able to predict, with high
accuracy, how well a child of six or eight will do in the social race. Efficiency would dictate that we use these tools to separate the superior from the
inferior, assigning the proper kinds and quantities of growth resources, such
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as education, to each group. The very best training and equipment that society can afford would, of course, go to those in the superior group—in order
to assure equality of opportunity for the development of their talents. It
would seem more generous for men themselves to take responsibility for the
matter, perhaps by devising a system of handicaps to correct for the accidents of birth, or even by abandoning the competitive ethic altogether.
Three lines of defense might be raised against these criticisms of the
equality-of-opportunity principle.
It might be replied, first, that I have misstated the principle of equal
opportunity. Correctly stated, the principle only guarantees equal opportunity for all to enter the race, not to win it. That is certainly correct: Whereas
the equal-opportunity principle lets each individual “go as high as his natural
abilities will permit,” it does not guarantee that all will reach to the same
height. Thus, the metaphor of the footrace twists the case in that it shows
fools, presumably deluded by the equal-opportunity doctrine, trying to
stretch hopelessly beyond their natural reach. But there is no reason to think
that fat men who foolishly compete against Roger Bannister are deluded by a
doctrine. They are deluded because they are fools.
These reservations are entirely proper. The metaphor of the footrace
does misrepresent the case. But it was chosen because it also expresses some
features of the case which are often overlooked. The equal-opportunity principle probably does excite a great many men to dreams of glory far beyond
their real capabilities. Many observers of American life have pointed to the
frequency of grand, bold, noble “first acts” in the drama of American life,
and the scarcity of any “second acts” at all. The equal-opportunity principle,
with its emphasis on success, probably does stir many men to excesses of
hope for winning and despair at losing. It certainly leaves the losers with no
external justification for their failures, and no amount of trying can erase the
large element of cruelty from any social doctrine which does that. Cases like
that of the footrace, and our growing ability to measure men’s abilities,
makes it clear that the equal-opportunity principle really is not very helpful
to many men. Under its regime, a man with, say, an Intelligence Quotient of
ninety, is given equal opportunity to go as far as his native ability will take
him. That is to say, it lets him go as far as he could have gone without the aid
of the doctrine—to the bottom rung of the social ladder—while it simultaneously stimulates him to want to go farther.
Secondly, it might be argued that the equality-of-opportunity principle
need not be interpreted and applied, as it has been in this treatment, within a
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setting and under the assumptions of social competitiveness. The principle
could be construed as one that encourages the individual to compete against
himself, to compare what he is with what he might become. The contest
takes place between one’s actual and potential selves, rather than between
oneself and others.
This is an interesting, and hopeful, revision of the principle. It would
shift the locus of judgment from society to the individual, and it would
change the criteria of judgment from social utility to personal nobility. This
shift is possible, but it would require a revolution in our present ways of
thinking about equality, for those ways are in fact socially oriented and utilitarian. Hence, this defense against the criticisms is really no defense at all. It
is irrelevant in the strict sense that instead of meeting the specific charges it
shifts the question to a different battleground. It is an alternative to the existing, operative theory, not a defense of it. In fact, the operative doctrine, with
its stress on overcoming others as the path of self-validation, is one of the
toughest obstacles in the way of an ethic of personal validation through selftranscendence. The operative doctrine specifies success as the test of personal worth, and by success is meant victory in the struggle against others
for the prizes of wealth and status. The person who enters wholeheartedly
into this contest comes to look upon himself as an object or commodity
whose value is set, not by his own internal standards of worth but by the valuations others placed on the position he occupies. Thus, when the dogma of
equal opportunity is effectively internalized by the individual members of a
society, the result is as humanly disastrous for the winners as for the losers.
The winners easily come to think of themselves as beings superior to common humanity, while the losers are almost forced to think of themselves as
something less than human.
The third defense is a defense, though not a strong one. It consists in
explaining that the metaphor of the footrace oversimplifies the reality that is
relevant to an appraisal of the equal-opportunity principle. What actually
occurs in a society is not just one kind of contest but many kinds, so that
those who are not good at one thing need only look around for a different
contest where they have a better chance of winning. Furthermore, there is not
just one prize in a given contest but several. Indeed, in our complex and
affluent society, affairs might even be so arranged that everyone would win
something: There need be no losers.
This reply has some strength, but not enought to touch the basic points.
Although there are many avenues of opportunity in our society, their number
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is not unlimited. The theory of equal opportunity must always be implemented within a set of conventions which favors some potentialities and discourages others. Persons who strive to develop potentialities that are not
admired in a given society soon find their efforts tagged silly, or wrongheaded, or dangerous, or dysfunctional. This is inherent in any society, and it
forms an insurmountable barrier to the full development of the principle of
equal opportunity. Every society encourages some talents and contests, and
discourages others. Under the equal opportunity doctrine, the only men who
can fulfill themselves and develop their abilities to the fullest are those who
are able and eager to do what society demands they do.
There is, furthermore, a hierarchy of value even among those talents,
virtues, and contests that are encouraged: The winners in some contests are
rewarded more handsomely than the winners in other contests. Even in a
complex society, where many contests take place, and even in an affluent
society, where it might seem that there had to be no losers, we know full well
that some awards are only consolation prizes, not the real thing, and a bit
demeaning to their winners. When the fat boy who finishes last in the
footrace gets the prize for “best try,” he has lost more than he has won.
The formula of equality of opportunity, then, is by no means the warm
and generous thing it seems to be on first view. Let us now examine the doctrine from another perspective.
The equal-opportunity principle is widely praised as an authentic
expression of the democratic ideal and temper. I shall argue, to the contrary,
that it is a cruel debasement of a genuinely democratic understanding of
equality. To argue that is also to imply, of course, that a genuinely democratic conception of equality is not widely held in the United States. . . .
The doctrine of equality of opportunity is the product of a competitive
and fragmented society, a divided society, a society in which individualism, in
Tocqueville’s sense of the word, is the reigning ethical principle. It is a precise symbolic expression of the liberal-bourgeois model of society, for it
extends the marketplace mentality to all the spheres of life. It views the whole
of human relations as a contest in which each man competes with his fellows
for scarce goods, a contest in which there is never enough for everybody and
where one man’s gain is usually another’s loss. Resting upon the attractive
conviction that all should be allowed to improve their conditions as far as
their abilities permit, the equal-opportunity principle insists that each individual do this by and for himself. Thus, it is the perfect embodiment of the Liberal conception of reform. It breaks up solidaristic opposition to existing
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conditions of inequality by holding out to the ablest and most ambitious
members of the disadvantaged groups the enticing prospect of rising from
their lowly state into a more prosperous condition. The rules of the game
remain the same: The fundamental character of the social-economic system is
unaltered. All that happens is that individuals are given the chance to struggle
up the social ladder, change their position on it, and step on the fingers of
those beneath them.
A great many individuals do, in fact, avail themselves of the chance to
change sides as offered by the principle of equality of opportunity. More
than that, the desire to change sides is probably typical of the lower and middle classes, and is widely accepted as a legitimate ethical outlook. In other
words, much of the demand for equality, and virtually all of the demand for
the kind of equality expressed in the equal-opportunity principle, is really a
demand for an equal right and opportunity to become unequal. Very much of
what goes by the name of democratic sentiment—as that sentiment is
molded within the framework of an individualistic, competitive society and
expressed in the vocabulary of such a society—is really envy of those who
enjoy superior positions combined with a desire to join them.
This whole way of thinking leads effortlessly to the conclusion that the
existence of hierarchy, even of oligarchy, is not the antithesis of democracy
but its natural and necessary fulfillment. The idea of equality of opportunity
assumes the presence of a mass of men of average talents and attainments.
The talents and attainments of the superior few can be measured by comparison with this average, mass background. The best emerge from the democracy, the average, and set themselves over it, resting their position securely
on the argument from merit and ability. Those on top are automatically justified because they owe their positions to their natural superiority of merit, not
to any artificial claim derived from birth, or wealth, or any other such basis.
Hence, the argument concludes, the workings of the equal-opportunity principle help the democracy discover its own most capable masters in the fairest
and most efficient way. Everybody gains: the average many because they are
led by the superior few; the superior few because they can legitimately enjoy
rewards commensurate with their abilities and contributions. . . .
The basic argument is not new. What is new is the failure to appreciate
the profoundly antidemocratic spirit of the argument. This failure is the specific novelty of the “democratic” thought and sentiment of our day, and it
makes today’s democrats as amenable to domination as any men have ever
been. It is only necessary to persuade the masses (usually an easy task) that
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the hierarchs possess superior merit and that anyone (one naturally thinks of
himself at this point) with the requisite ability can join them.
All that can be said against this orientation is that a genuinely democratic ethic and vision rejects oligarchy as such. The democrat rejects in
principle the thesis that oligarchy of merit (special competence) is in some
way different in kind from oligarchy of any other sort, and that this difference makes it nobler, more reasonable, more agreeable to democracy, than
oligarchies built on other grounds. The democrat who understands his commitment holds oligarchy itself to be obnoxious, not merely oligarchy of this
or that kind.
The argument for hierarchy based on merit and accomplished by the
method of equal opportunity is so widespread in our culture that there seems
no way to find a reasonable alternative to it. We automatically think that the
choice is either-or: either hierarchy and orderly progress or anarchy and disorderly stalemate. But that is not so. It is hardly even relevant. The fact that it
is thought to be so is a reflection of the crippling assumptions from which
modern thought on these matters proceeds. It is thought that there must be
hierarchies and masses, elites and non-elites, and that there can be no more
democratic way of selecting elites than by the method of equal opportunity.
The complexity of affairs demands elites; and democracy and justice require
selection of those elites by merit and equal opportunity.
Of course there must be hierarchy, but that does not imply a hierarchical
and bureaucratic mode of thinking and acting. It need imply no more than
specialization of function. Similarly, the fact that complexity demands specialization of function does not imply the unique merit and authority of those
who perform the special functions. On the contrary: A full appreciation of
complexity implies the need for the widest possible diffusion of knowledge,
sharing of views, and mutual acceptance of responsibility by all members of
the affected community.
Of course there must be organization, and organization implies hierarchy. Selection of the hierarchs by the criterion of merit and the mechanism of
equal opportunity seems to reassure the worried democrat that his values are
not being violated. But hierarchy may or may not be consonant with the
democratic spirit. Most of today’s democratic thinkers soothe themselves on
this question of democracy and organization with the assertion that everything that can be done is being done when organizations permit factions, provide channels of consultation, and protect individual rights by establishing
quasi-judicial bodies for hearing and arbitrating disputes. Certainly these
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guarantees are valuable, but they have little to do with making organizations
democratic. They are constitutionalist devices, not democratic ones.
Before there can be a democratic organization, there must first be a
democratic mentality—a way of thinking about the relations among men
which stresses equality of being and which strives incessantly toward the
widest possible sharing of responsibility and participation in the common life.
A democratic orientation does not grow from and cannot coexist with the present bureaucratic and “meritorian” ethic. It is an alternative to the present
ethic, not an expansion or outgrowth of it. When the democratic mentality
prevails, it will not be too hard to find the mechanisms for implementing it.
. . . It is not the primary task of this essay to set forth a genuinely democratic conception of equality: that is a work for another time. Still, enough
should be done in the second part of this essay to arrest the most obvious and
most likely objections to the first part.
The equal-opportunity principle is certainly not without value. Stripped
of its antagonistic and inequalitarian overtones, the formula can be used to
express the fundamental proposition that no member of the community
should be denied the basic conditions necessary for the fullest possible participation in the common life, insofar as those conditions can be provided for
by public action and through the use of public resources. This formulation
will take one some distance toward a democratic conception of equality, but
it must be interpreted carefully, for it can easily turn into just another defense
of the equal right to become unequal.
Still, the formulation does provide some useful guidelines. It obviously
implies equality in and before the law. It also implies a far greater measure of
economic equality than is the case today. The issue here is not material comfort. Nor does it have anything to do with the notion that justice is served
when economic goods are allocated according to the actual work (in the customary definition) each man does. That is impossible. We may urge that each
should contribute according to his ability; we must surely insist that each be
provided for according to his need.
What the criterion of a substantial degree of economic equalization
requires is the establishment of the material conditions necessary for a generous measure of freedom of choice for all members of the community and
the establishment of the conditions necessary for relations of mutual respect
and honesty among the various economic and social groups within a society.
This is not some kind of levelling demand for equality of condition. It is no
more than a recognition of the obvious fact that the great material inequality
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that prevails in America today produces too much brutishness, impotence,
and rage among the lower classes, and too much nervous vulgarity among
the middle classes. There is no assertion here that economic equalization is
the sufficient condition for the democratic New Jerusalem. Rather, the assertion is negative. As Arnold put it, “equality will never of itself alone give us a
perfect civilisation. But, with such inequality as ours, a perfect civilisation is
impossible.”
The equality-of-opportunity principle, as formulated above, also implies
the equal right of each member to share in the political life of the community
to the fullest extent of his interest and ability. But this is the point at which
the principle, no matter how carefully formulated, easily leads one away
from a democratic view. The equal-opportunity principle as employed today
in, for example, discussions of representation and voting rights, really does
nothing more than fortify the prevailing conception of political action as just
another of the various steps individuals and groups take to secure and
advance their own interests and advantages. In this view, politics is but
another aspect of the struggle for competitive advantage, and men need political power in order to protect and advance their private powers. This conception of politics is drawn from the economic sphere, and never rises above the
ethical and psychological possibilities of that sphere.
When it is understood that the principle of equal opportunity is in our
time an expression of the competitive, capitalistic spirit, and not of the
democratic spirit, then the boundaries of its applicability begin to emerge. To
the extent that competition is inescapable, or socially useful, all competitors
should have the same advantages, and this the equal-opportunity principle
guarantees. In any competitive situation, some will do better than others, and
it seems just that those who do well should be rewarded more generously
than those who do poorly. This too the principle guarantees.
The basic question, however, is not whether competition should be
praised or condemned, but where and under what conditions competition is a
desirable principle of action and judgment and where and under what conditions it is not. . . . In the United States today, the fundamental justification of
the equal-opportunity principle is that it is an efficient means for achieving
an indefinite expansion of wealth and power. Many men are unsuited by
nature for that competition, so that nature herself comes to seem unjust. But
many of the injustices we regard nature as having perpetrated on individuals
are actually no more than artifacts of the narrow view we take of nature’s
possibilities and a consequent distortion of the methods and ideals by which
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we attempt to transcend nature. For example, in defining intelligence as what
I.Q. tests measure, we constrict the meanings of intelligence, for there are
many modes of intelligence that the tests do not capture—nature is more
protean than man’s conception of her. Furthermore, having defined intelligence in a certain way, we then proceed to reward the people who have just
that kind of intelligence and encourage them to use it in the pursuit of knowledge, which they are likely to do by building computers, which in turn give
only certain kinds of knowledge. Thus our constricted definition of nature is
confirmed by the methods we use to study nature. In this special sense, there
might still be something to say for the eighteenth-century idea that society
should imitate nature.
We must learn to ask questions like these about the method of competition and the principle of equal opportunity. The task is to define their proper
spheres of action, not to treat them as blocks to be totally accepted or
rejected. At the outer limit, it seems clear that whereas every society is to
some extent competitive and competition in some spheres is socially and
individually valuable, no society ought to exalt the competitive spirit as such,
and the equal-opportunity principle that implements it. Both conceptions
tend naturally toward selfishness unless carefully controlled.
In addition to equality of opportunity, there is another kind of equality
that is blind to all questions of success or failure. This is the equality that
obtains in the relations among the members of any genuine community. It is
the feeling held by each member that all other members, regardless of their
many differences of function and rank, belong to the community “as fully as
he does himself.” Equal opportunity, far from strengthening this kind of
equality, weakens it.
When this point is reached, when the discussion turns to the meanings
of equality involved in a democratic conception of membership and a democratic conception of ruling and being ruled, the equal-opportunity principle—no matter how carefully formulated—begins to mislead. A fuller
conception of equality is needed, one stripped of the antagonistic and privatistic overtones of the equal-opportunity principle. That fuller conception,
in turn, requires a broader view of politics than is afforded by the “who gets
what, when, how” perspective.
Political life occupies a middle ground between the sheer givens of
nature and society on the one side, and the transcendental “kingdom of ends”
on the other. Through political action men publicly strive to order and transform the givens of nature and society by the light of values drawn from a
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realm above or outside the order of the givens. Men, acting together, define
the ideal aims of the common life and try to bend realities toward them.
Through acting with others to define and achieve what can be called good for
all, each realizes part of his own meaning and destiny. Insofar as man is a
being that wants not merely to live but to live well, he is a political being. And
insofar as any man does not participate in forming the common definition of
the good life, to that degree he falls short of the fullest possibilities of the
human vocation. No man can assign to another dominion over how he shall
live his life without becoming something less than a man. This way of thinking about political action leads to an idea of equality whose tone and implications are very different from those of the equal-opportunity formulation.
Other features of political action lead in the same direction, and, specifically, require a rejection of all claims to rulership based on the ancient
analogies between the art of ruling and other arts. When one contracts with a
carpenter to build a house, he may assume that the carpenter’s skills are sufficient to the work that is to be done. But when citizens elevate some among
them to places of political authority the case is different. Politics has so few
givens and so many contingencies and complexities, contains so many dangerous possibilities and so few perfect solutions, and is such a baffling mixture of empirical, prudential, and ethical considerations that no man or group
of men has knowledge and skill sufficient for all situations. As John
Winthrop said, no man can “profess nor undertake to have sufficient skill for
that office.”
Winthrop’s comment, grounded as it is on a solid understanding of the
political vocation, is a just rebuke to all claims for political authority based
on technical competence. Relations between politician and citizen are very
different from those between craftsman and employer. Politicians cannot be
said to serve or to execute the will of citizens in the way that craftsmen can
be said to serve their employers. Nor can politicians claim authority over
their work and over other persons engaged in that work on the grounds of
technical competence. The relations between politicians and citizens, in sum,
are relations among equals in a number of important senses. Above all, their
relations are built on premises that, when properly understood, encourage
genuine conversation among the participants, not merely the transmission of
information and commands up and down a line. This way of thinking about
the matter presumes equality among citizens in the sense most basic to a
democratic understanding of the relations among the members of a political
community—in the sense of equality of being—and hence presumes the
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widest possible participation in and sharing of responsibility for the policies
that govern the whole community.
Just as political authorities may not lay claim to superior rights on the
ground of special merit, neither may ordinary citizens absolve themselves
from partial responsibility for public policies on the ground that their task is
done when they have selected those who will take active charge of the affairs
of the polity. The democratic idea offers no such easy absolution from shared
responsibility and guilt.
This sharing of responsibility and guilt may be one of the reasons why a
genuinely democratic conception of equality is not easy to accept even by
those who call themselves democrats. It is comforting to men to think that
someone else is competently in charge of the large and dangerous affairs of
politics: Somebody else rules; I just live here. Hierarchy and oligarchy provide subjects with that comfort and with easy escapes from shared responsibility and guilt. This freedom from political responsibility is very valuable to
men who would much rather devote themselves to their private interests anyway, than share the burden of caring for the public good. The doctrine of
equality of opportunity, tied as it is to the principle of hierarchy, easily leads
to moral arrogance on the part of the winners and to the taking of moral holidays by the losers.
A proper view of equality still leaves wide scope for the existence of
necessary and just superiorities and differences, but it brings a different mentality to their appraisal. Certainly, some things are better than others, and
more to be preferred. Some vocations and talents are more valuable than others, and more to be rewarded. The implication here is only that the more
highly skilled, trained, or talented man has no ground either for thinking
himself a better man than his less-favored fellows, or for regarding his superiorities as providing any but the most temporary and limited justification for
authority over others. The paradigmatic case is that of the relation between
teacher and student. The teacher’s superior knowledge gives him a just claim
to authority over his students. But central to the ethic of teaching is the conviction that the teacher must impart to students not only his substantive
knowledge but also the critical skills and habits necessary for judging and
contributing to that knowledge. The teacher justifies his authority and fulfills
his duty by making himself unnecessary to the student.
Perhaps this at least suggests the outlines of a democratic conception of
equality and draws the boundaries of its applicability. The heart of such a
view of equality is its affirmation of equality of being and belonging. That
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affirmation helps identify those sectors of life in which we should all be
treated in a common or average way, so that the minimal conditions of a
common life are made available to all: legal equality, equal rights of participation in political life, equal right to those average material provisions necessary for living together decently at all. It also stresses the greatest possible
participation in and sharing of the common life and culture while striving to
assure that no man shall determine or define the being of any other man.
This is what equality is all about, and it is a great deal. But it is far from
everything. Beyond the realm of the average and the comparable lies another
realm of relations among men where notions of equality have no relevance.
Hence, a fair understanding of equality requires a sense of the boundaries of
that realm in which equalitarian categories do not apply. . . .

